
Our most popular perimeter fencing, 

Duo, combines a perfectly engineered 

robust design with a low visual impact 

that will blend into almost any situation.  

Manufactured from twin horizontal wires sandwiching a 

single vertical wire, the system offers a high level of vandal 

resistance and ‘best value’. The system is available as 

Duo6 using 6mm horizontal wires or where extra strength 

is required, Duo8 that uses 8mm horizontal wires. Widely 

specified across the country in both the private and public 

sector, Duo has proven itself time and again. 

Our 3m wide panel Duo6 option uses the ZaunFix clip 

system (see page 63) to provide one of the most economical  

perimeter fencing systems on the market.
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A true leader in its field
NEW -  Duo6 now available as a 3m wide panel   

Our most economical fencing solution

For additional fixtures, fittings and options see pages 62-63

 

Duo® Perimeter

Duo® Perimeter page 08

Perimeter Fencing Systems: 

The Duo system uses a continuous clamp bar to cover the 

panel ends. This means there are no exposed panel edges 

on which people might snag themselves and also makes 

levering the panels away from the post extremely difficult.

Specifications

Detail Specifications

Zaun Ratings

Applications

1

2
3

4

5
6

General Perimeter Fencing             Schools                Commercial Properties                Parks

Height Available Mesh Pattern Horizontal Wires Vertical Wires Post Centres Panels fixed to posts

 0.43 - 6.13m 200 x 50mm Duo6 (6mm) Duo6 (5mm) 2.525m or 3.025m Fixings every 400mm
Duo8 (8mm) Duo8 (6mm) 2.525m

Fence Height Post Section Panel Weight Finish

0.43 - 2.23m 60 x 40mm

2.43 - 3.68m 80 x 40mm

3.88 - 4.48m 100 x 50mm

4.68 - 6.13m 120 x 60mm

Galvanised and polyester 
powder coated. (See page 
67 for colour options)

    Appearance                      Economy                         Security                        Vandal Proof                      Strength 

Twin horizontal wire 
construction

Call 01902 796699 or email sales@zaun.co.uk

Need help specifying us? We will draw up specifications and provide C.A.D drawings of our systems

Duo8, 2.5m

Duo6, 3m

Duo8 Panel = 2.5 x 2m
Weight = 38kg




